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A b s t r a c t  

In the article comprehensive insights into the field of building maintenance, emphasizing the importance of 

keywords, collaborative efforts among authors, and the evolving research landscape are provided. The study 

conducts a thorough literature review using Scopus as a search engine, employing the full-counting method for 

authorship, and VOSviewer software for bibliometric analysis. The results reveal distinct data sets focusing on 

building maintenance from general to specific, with each set reflecting unique aspects and considerations. 

Bibliometric maps illustrate author collaboration and keyword connections within each set, highlighting evolving 

research trends and areas of focus. The study concludes with recommendations for future research, emphasizing 

the ongoing need for exploration and development in building maintenance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The use stage is the longest phase of buildings’ life cycle [1, 2]. It is a process which involves economic, 

technical and social activities which should be organized in a proper way. In the use stage of a building, 

proper activities connected with the building operation as well as building maintenance have to be 

properly planed. The use stage can be divided into 6 sections: maintenance, repair, replacement, 

refurbishment, operational energy use, operational water use [3]. 

Many scientists discuss the broad topic of building maintenance. Examples can be mentioned: 

methods of maintenance prioritization [4], improvement actions on building maintenance management 

[5], providing the guidelines on maintenance decision making [6], procedures and determination of 

factors affecting building maintenance success [7], implementing extensive models for use in building 

maintenance processes like multi-criteria decision-making model developed in [8] as well as on 

buildings’ maintenance cost estimation models assessment [9]. 
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Moatassem et al. [10] delves into an optimization analysis of maintenance and operational costs, using 

a public building as an illustrative example. This underscores the importance of cost-effective 

maintenance planning and its complexity, as it necessitates an assessment of both maintenance 

requirements and costs based on historical data and prior experiences, a challenge for facility managers. 

With reference to historical data, Salvado et al. [11] present interesting data based on a large number of 

public school buildings erected from 1940 onwards, listing key performance indicators and presenting 

a portfolio of economic results. 

A significant context is the age of the European building stock, with 90% of buildings constructed 

before 1990 [12]. This context underscores the need for effective multi-year maintenance programs to 

address aging infrastructure. Such programs are crucial not only for cost management but also for the 

well-being of building occupants [13].  

Moreover, building degradation due to aging, as emphasized by Kwon et al. [14], not only 

escalates repair costs but also impacts the usability, aesthetics, and historical value of structures [15]. 

Hence, proper maintenance strategies are imperative to preserve the condition of buildings and optimize 

maintenance costs. Hashempour et al. [16] suggest that there is a need to build an original decision-

making tool that decreases the computational time of optimization and improves the effectiveness of 

optimal energy modernization and renovation of existing buildings. Case study in the article by Ghafoori 

and Abdallah [17], presents the model that is able to optimize building upgrade measures to reduce the 

building maintenance up to 38% while meeting the specified budgets. 

In the field of maintenance standards, ISO standard 15686-5:2017 and European standard EN 

13306:2017 define two primary maintenance types: preventive and corrective maintenance. Various 

authors in the literature propose alternative maintenance type classifications, such as planned and 

unplanned maintenance [18], predictive and emergency maintenance [19], or preventive and predictive 

maintenance strategies [20]. Maintenance is also categorized into different levels based on the timing of 

required repairs, as noted by Przesmycka and Wieczorek [21]. Lean maintenance principles, discussed 

in [22, 23], have gained attention for building maintenance optimization.  

Numerous models have been developed by scientists to optimize building renovation processes. 

These models consider factors like technology choices, sustainable solutions, occupants' comfort, and 

costs. Pereira et al. [24] introduces a condition-based maintenance model using Petri nets. Plebankiewicz 

and Grącki [25] use a regression model to predict renovation cost. Multi-criteria decision-making 

(MCDM) and multi-objective optimization are employed by several authors [26 -28] to study the trade-

offs between conflicting objectives in building maintenance. Nowogońska and Korentz [29] present 

model for accurate assessment of renovation works costs in a certain stage of building use based on 

prediction of reliability according to Rayleigh distribution (PRRD). Moreover, artificial neural networks 

(ANN) have gained popularity in building maintenance modeling, with hybrid models integrating ANN 

with other methods, as highlighted by Liu et al. [30]. 

The use stage of a building is the longest in its life cycle and also the most complex. 

Comprehensive assessment of a building allows to determine renovation needs and determine the best 

strategy for building maintenance. Another issue related to the building maintenance is the problem of 

building maintenance cost optimization, which is particularly important in public buildings such as 

universities. This paper presents the results of a literature survey aimed at investigating the current issues 

raised by researchers related to building maintenance. In particular, attention was paid to university and 

educational buildings. This will allow to learn about possible research gaps and determine further 

research directions. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the software used in order to 

comprehensively expand the literature review and datasets sourced from the database. The results are 

described in Section 3. Section 4 concludes this paper. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

The multi-disciplinary citation database of Scopus was used as search engine, to find articles related to 

the topic of building maintenance. The full-counting method was used by Gauffriau [31], which means 

that all authors of publications on the author’s publication list have been counted as 1, also if co-authors 

have occurred. The counting method is not only important to choose indicators properly but also to 

analyze the bibliometric network [32]. Various types of bibliometric networks have been studied in the 

literature [33, 34].    

In order to comprehensively expand the literature review and gain deeper insights into the 

prevailing trends in global scholarly research, VOSviewer software [35] was used. The software's 

capabilities extended to the creation of bibliometric networks, manifesting as intricate network 

visualizations, all derived from carefully curated and pre-processed datasets. These maps allowed the 

authors to visually represent the complex web of connections and relationships within the vast body of 

literature that was explored. The literature analysis drew upon a reasonably chosen set of keywords, 

each of them linked to the central research problem. Furthermore, the authors introduced specific 

constraints and parameters during the advanced search process within the SCOPUS database. These 

measures ensured that the analyzed literature was extensive and fitting to the research objectives. One 

of the features of the VOSviewer program was its ability to facilitate visualizations of dependencies 

among authors, documents, citations, and keywords. This functionality enabled to gain a holistic 

understanding of the scholarly landscape surrounding the research area.  

The authors conducted a series of test searches to precisely identify the most fitting keyword 

groups for their research. This cautious approach was deemed necessary due to the potential ambiguity 

of certain terms when used as separate keywords, as they could be associated with multiple contexts in 

the scientific literature. For instance, consider the keywords "educational" and "building." These terms 

not only find relevance within life cycle assessment and various engineering domains but also have 

substantial presence in scientific literature encompassing fields such as psychology, sociology, and the 

broader domain of pedagogy.  

However, the authors recognized that the power of keyword selection lay not only in the 

individual terms themselves but also in their potential to synergize when paired or grouped with 

complementary keywords. Therefore, an approach to improve the literature search strategy by 

combining some keywords was made. The authors aimed to exploit the interrelationships between them, 

thereby discovering articles related to their research interests. 

Network visualization also introduces the concept of "clusters." Clusters emerge as groups of items that 

share thematic or conceptual similarities. However, clusters in VOSviewer do not overlap, ensuring 

clarity of thematic groups within the visualization. Each cluster is assigned a cluster number, simplifying 

the identification of these thematic domains.  

This study presents datasets sourced from the Scopus database, focusing on the global literature 

connected with educational building renovation and maintenance plans. Interpretation of the selected 

data sets in VOSviewer included the "co-authorship" analysis of a group of authors publishing in a given 

area limited by chosen keywords for the full counting method, which consists in the number of 

publications on author’s publication list. The program allows to select number of co-authors in published 

documents. As part of the keyword interpretation, the "co-occurrence" analysis type for the full counting 

method was selected and the unit of analysis - all keywords. The minimum number of keyword 

occurrences varies depending on the volume of the data set. 

The analyzes were conducted on datasets sourced from the Scopus database, focusing on the 

global literature within the specific subject area of educational building renovation and maintenance 

plans. To ensure relevance and precision, the search criteria were carefully defined. The search was 
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limited to specific fields, including "TITLE-ABS-KEY," and specific document types, such as articles, 

reviews, and conference papers. Additionally, the subject area was restricted to engineering, aligning 

the dataset closely with the research objectives. The "TITLE-ABS-KEY" restriction proved particularly 

valuable, enabling targeted searches within the content of titles, abstracts, and keywords provided by 

authors. This ensured that the resulting dataset captured the desired terms and content related to the 

subject matter, facilitating a focused and comprehensive analysis of the research landscape. 

The research was conducted as follows. First, keywords related to the research topic were 

identified. Their scope is presented in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. Analyzed keywords 

 

In the next step, an attempt was made to combine the keywords into sets, so that, none of the sets 

contained more than 5 words. The authors found that a larger number of words in a single set produces 

so many results that they are difficult to analyze. The results have been presented for the outcomes of a 

comprehensive literature review conducted on eight distinct data sets whose basis was the maintenance 

of the building. These data sets were selected based on combinations of words related to the broadly 

considered building maintenance in the context of the EU renovation wave trend, focusing on 

maintenance strategies in the building life cycle and on renovation plans for educational buildings. 

Additionally, aspect of costs connected with the operation phase were taken into account. The literature 

review data sets were ordered from the most extensive data set to the most specific one. The most general 

collection of articles in the researched area consists of 19,758 articles, while the least developed data set 

considers only 10 publications. Considered data sets consist of various levels of detail and accuracy in 

the analyzed area.  

Keywords in chosen data sets are presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Keywords in chosen data sets 

 

Details of created data sets:   

For "Set 1," the dataset is filtered based on the following criteria: 

• TITLE-ABS-KEY included the terms "maintenance" AND "strategy" AND "model" AND 

"building"  

For "Set 2," the dataset is filtered based on the following criteria: 

• TITLE-ABS-KEY included the terms "maintenance" AND "strategy" AND "LCA" AND 

"model" AND "building" 

For "Set 3," the dataset is filtered based on the following criteria: 

• TITLE-ABS-KEY included the terms "maintenance" AND "refurbishment" AND "cost" AND 

"strategy" AND "educational building" 

For "Set 4," the dataset is filtered based on the following criteria: 

• TITLE-ABS-KEY included the terms "maintenance" AND "renovation" AND "strategy" AND 

"LCC" AND "university building" 

For "Set 5," the dataset is filtered based on the following criteria: 

• TITLE-ABS-KEY included the terms "maintenance" AND "strategy" AND "operation phase" 

AND "model" AND "building" 

For "Set 6," the dataset is filtered based on the following criteria: 

• TITLE-ABS-KEY included the terms "maintenance" AND "renovation" AND "cost" AND 

"model" AND "educational building" 

For "Set 7," the dataset is filtered based on the following criteria: 

• TITLE-ABS-KEY included the terms "maintenance" AND "renovation" AND "strategy" AND 

"university building” 

For "Set 8," the dataset is filtered based on the following criteria: 

• TITLE-ABS-KEY included the terms "maintenance" AND "renovation" AND "cost" AND 

"LCC" AND "educational building" 
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Created data sets - Limitations:  

• The document type is confined to "article", "review", or "conference paper" 

• The subject area is limited to "Engineering" 

 

For a more in-depth examination, the authors analyzed only two datasets “Set 1” and “Set 2”. The aim 

was to find and decode the nuanced connections and relationships that underlie keywords such as 

"maintenance", "renovation", "plan", "educational" and "building". “Sets 3-8” were subjected to a 

different type of analysis. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Analysis of “Set 1” 

The dataset denoted as “Set 1” included the terms "maintenance", "strategy", "model" and "building" 

consist of 19,182 authors that wrote together 19,758 documents – meaning here articles, conference 

papers and reviews. Set 1 includes not only a great variety of topics connected with maintenance but 

also the greatest time lapse in between all created data sets (Fig. 3).  

The initial publications on building maintenance strategy models emerged as early as the 1970s. 

In the research the time range between 1970 and 2023 was checked. One of the first articles which was 

published in 1970s, was published by David R. Fairbanks named “Computer program to determine the 

optimum configuration of solar assist build heating and cooling systems based upon life-cycle cost” in 

1975 [36]. Since the 1990s, there has been a discernible increase in interest in this subject. The 

culmination of this interest is notably traceable to the year 2018, during which over 1,000 publications 

were released. Subsequently, the volume of publications has continued to rise each year, reaching a 

highest number which equal over 3,000 publications in the year 2022.  

Due to large number of researchers the set 1 bibliometric map (Fig. 4) creation was restricted to 

minimum number of documents of an author equal three at the first stage of analysis. As a result of 

limitations 78 groups of authors met the threshold creating 78 clusters not connected with each other. 

The created network indicates that researchers do not work together over common topics with other 

authors of similar interests around world. At the stage 2, publications threshold was set at minimum 

limit of 5 documents per researchers team. There are eleven groups of authors that constantly develop 

their work, who published at least 5 documents, in the analyzed area. 

Only two groups published at least 7 publications and one of the authors’ group research work 

development was analyzed precisely. All the publications were published in the years 2013-2017 by 

team Au-Yong, Ali and Ahmad. The first one was titled “Office building maintenance: Cost prediction 

model” [37], and the last one “Competency and commitment of facilities managers: Keys to safe-guard 

maintenance performance” [38].   

It can be observed that one of the researchers of an analyzed group (Au-Young) has published 

much more publications than only within analyzed cluster. It can be seen that the researcher’s interest 

in the maintenance topic has evolved over the time. Firstly, maintenance costs, mainly in the area of 

office buildings within the marked cluster in Fig. 4 were considered [38]. Then the author worked on 

maintenance of high-rise buildings [39] and finally focused on hospitals’ maintenance [40]. In the 

meantime, literature review in the area of interests was prepared. One of the last paper was published in 

2022, the title “Promoting employee participation in operation and maintenance of green office building 

by adopting the total productive maintenance (TPM) concept” [41]. 
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Fig. 3. Publication intensity in the area of data set 1 keywords ("maintenance" AND "strategy" AND "model" 

AND "building") in years 1972-2023 
  

Other groups of authors publishing in the set 1 area include Rafaela Bortolini and Núria Forcada, authors 

of, among others, articles „Building Inspection System for Evaluating the Technical Performance of 
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Existing Buildings” 2018 [42] and “Analysis of building maintenance requests using a text mining 

approach: building services evaluation” 2020 [43]. Another significant group is the publications of Jaya 

Nepal and Hua-Peng Chen, who mainly deal with the maintenance of concrete facilities [44-45]. Similar 

issues are addressed by Aruz Petcherdchoo [46]. Also contributing significantly to Set 1 is the team of 

Desmond Eseoghene Ighravwe and Sunday Ayoola Oke, whose publications focus on the use of multi-

criteria decision-making methods for selecting a suitable maintenance strategy [27, 28]. Another team 

is Yuling Fan and Xiaohua Xia [47, 48]. 

 
Fig. 4. Set 1 bibliometric map 

 

Fig 5. reveals publication intensity over the last two years (2022, 2023). The map was created out of 

authors that published at least 2 publications. Map interpretation indicated in yellow color authors that 

published their work results in the analyzed area in 2023. It is visible that only several authors were 

active at that time, only 12 clusters occur as the one that published some works in the year 2023. Can 

be mentioned, for example: [49, 50].  
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Fig. 5. Set 1 bibliometric map – time overlay 

 

Subsequently, the keywords that occur in Set 1 publications were investigated. Due to enormous variety 

of keywords included in this set (91,539 terms), the occurrence threshold was imposed. In order to create 

better readability of keywords map the occurrence of one keyword was established as minimum 200 

occurrences. Maintenance word associations were determined. Fig. 6 presents cluster maintenance 

connections. 

Map interpretation revealed that maintenance is strongly connected with the following topics: 

decision making [51 - 53], life cycle [54 -56], sustainable development [57, 58] and cost optimization 

[57]. The links between listed words show the highest total link strength. Moreover, looking at the time 

line of the key words occurrence it is visible that today researchers focus on sustainability and climate 

change in the area of building maintenance within the use of machine learning tools (Fig.7). 
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Fig. 6. Bibliometric map of set 1 keywords 
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Fig. 7. Bibliometric map of set 1 keywords – time overlay 

3.2. Analysis of “Set 2” 

Set 2 diverges from Set 1 by additionally incorporating the term LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) into the 

discourse. LCA has been included due to the authors’ orientation towards this theme in their scientific 

work, coupled with the intention to assess the quantity of publications within this thematic spectrum. 

The terms "maintenance," "strategy," "LCA," "model," and "building" serve as key axes around which 

the scientific discourse revolves, encapsulating the multifaceted dimensions of research within this field. 

Analysis of set 2 keywords was restricted to minimum occurrence of one keyword at the level of 50 

occurrences. Analysis reveals that currently popular terms are mainly connected with sustainability, 

emission control as well as economic and social design. Label maintenance demonstrate quite strong 

link strength equal to 371 and 30 linked words that overlap to a large extent with the most current ones 

(Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8. Bibliometric map of set 2 keywords, keyword “maintenance” connections 
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3.3. Analysis of “Sets 3-8” 

Due to large number of bibliometric maps and quite similar volume of gathered data Sets 3-8 were 

analyzed together for the purposes of this article.  

First, an attempt was made to verify the level of similarity of publications. Despite the fact that 

set 5 & 6 consist of the same number of articles, only 2 articles duplicate. The highest lever of similarity 

is represented by comparison of set 3 and set 6. The number of duplicated publications in this case is 

equal to 47, while set 3 consists of 118 publications and set 6 out of 93 publications. Set 8 can be called 

the most specified one because due to implemented restrictions only ten publications were found. 

Verification of the titles of publications in this set shows that 9 out of 10 titles appeared in other sets. 

All the sets (3-8) consist of separated clusters and do not show connections between authors which 

means that they do not work together over common topics with other authors of similar interests around 

the world.  

Keywords analysis show that the phrases representing the highest number of occurrences repeat 

among sets (3-8). The most interesting bibliometric map is created for set 8 (Fig.9) – it legibly shows 

connections between keywords and clearly indicated the most recent terms subjected to consideration. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Bibliometric map of set 8 keywords 

4. CONCLUSION 

In summary, this study provided valuable insights into the research landscape within the field of building 

maintenance, emphasizing the significance of keywords, collaborative efforts among authors, and the 

dynamic evolution of research interests over time. 

The inception of publications addressing building maintenance strategy models can be traced back 

to the 1970s. Since the 1990s, there has been a noticeable increase in interest in this thematic area, with 

its peek marked around the year 2017. Map interpretation revealed that maintenance is strongly 

connected with the following topics: decision making, life cycle, sustainable development and cost 
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optimization. Additionally, contemporary research within building maintenance, leveraging machine 

learning tools, is notably focused on sustainability and climate change. 

However, bibliometric networks reveal a trend where researchers frequently do not delve deeper 

or expand upon previously explored topics. A majority of researchers contribute only a single 

publication and exhibit limited collaboration with researchers sharing similar interests in the field. The 

sheer volume of publications underscores substantial interest in the discussed topics, yet it also signals 

the existence of numerous aspects that warrant further exploration and development within this domain. 

Furthermore, the study emphasizes the imperative for continued exploration in building maintenance, 

particularly in the context of higher education institutions, which the article's authors plan to do as part 

of further research. 
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